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Landau-Fermi liquids in disguise

Michele Fabrizio1

1International School for Advanced Studies (SISSA),

Via Bonomea 265, I-34136 Trieste, Italy

In periodic systems of interacting electrons, Fermi and Luttinger surfaces refer

to the locations within the Brillouin zone of poles and zeros, respectively, of the

single-particle Green’s function at zero energy and temperature. Such difference in

analytic properties underlies the emergence of well-defined quasiparticles close to a

Fermi surface, in contrast to their supposed non-existence close to a Luttinger surface,

where the single-particle density-of-states vanishes at zero energy.

We here show that, contrary to such common belief, coherent ‘quasiparticles‘ do

exist also approaching a Luttinger surface in compressible interacting electron sys-

tems. Thermodynamic and dynamic properties of such ‘quasiparticles‘ are just those

of conventional ones. For instance, they yield well defined quantum oscillations in

Luttinger’s surface and linear in temperature specific heat, which is striking given

the vanishing density of states of physical electrons, but actually not uncommon in

strongly correlated materials.

Singularities in the single particle Green’s function G(ζ,k) of the complex frequency ζ and momen-

tum k are known, since the seminal work by Volovik [1], to be associated at ζ = 0 and temperature

T = 0 with topological invariants shared [2, 3] by both Fermi and Luttinger [4] surfaces, i.e.,

manifolds where G(ζ → 0,k) has a pole or a zero, respectively. Such invariants are in turn related

to Luttinger’s theorem [5], which also acquires a topological content at T = 0 [2, 6]. A further

link between Fermi and Luttinger surfaces in compressible systems of interacting electrons has

been recently uncovered in Ref. [7], according to which both give rise to Landau-Fermi liquid like

linear response functions to long-wavelength low-frequency external fields, despite the absence of a

quasiparticle spectral peak in Luttinger’s case.

Here, we show that the relationship is actually much deeper, and entails the existence in both

cases of ‘quasiparticle‘ excitations whose lifetime grows to infinity approaching a Luttinger surface

as well as a Fermi surface. Such ubiquitous ‘quasiparticles‘ close to both Fermi and Luttinger
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surfaces, which rationalise in simpler terms the results of Ref. [7], may actually provide a new,

broader paradigm for strongly correlated electron systems.

Landau-Fermi liquids [8, 9] are commonly associated with the existence of simple poles in the

single-particle Green’s function close to the Fermi surface, the Landau quasiparticles, with finite

residue 0 < Z < 1. Specifically, let us consider a generic non-insulating interacting electron system

in three dimensions, whose single-particle Green’s function [10] can be written, through Dyson’s

equation, as

G(ζ,k) =
1

ζ − ǫ(k)− Σ(ζ,k)
=

ˆ

dω
A(ω,k)

ζ − ω
, (1)

where ǫ(k) is the non-interacting dispersion measured with respect to the chemical potential,

Σ(ζ,k) the self-energy, and A(ω,k) > 0 the single-particle density-of-states (DOS) satisfying
´

dω A(ω,k) = 1. Taking the analytic continuation on the real axis from above, i.e., G(ζ =

ǫ + iη,k) ≡ G+(ǫ,k) the retarded Green’s function, and, similarly, Σ(ζ = ǫ + iη,k) ≡ Σ+(ǫ,k),

with infinitesimal η > 0, the following result holds order by order in perturbation theory at zero

temperature T :

ImΣ+(ǫ → 0,k) = −γ(k) ǫ2 , (2)

with γ(k) ≥ 0. The quasiparticle energy, ǫqp(k), and the Fermi surface, k = kF , are defined,

respectively, by

ǫqp(k)− ǫ(k)− Σ+

(

ǫqp(k),k
)

= 0 , ǫqp(kF ) = 0 . (3)

Expanding A(ǫ,k) = −ImG+(ǫ,k)/π for k close to the Fermi surface one readily finds, through

Eq. (2), that

A(ǫ,k) ≃ Z(k) δ
(

ǫ− ǫqp(k)
)

+Ainc(ǫ,k) , (4)

where the first term is the low energy (coherent) part, ǫ ≃ ǫqp(k) ≃ 0, while the high-energy

incoherent component Ainc(ǫ,k) carries the rest 1−Z(k) of the spectral weight. The quasiparticle

residue in (4) is formally defined as Z(k) = Z
(

ǫqp(k),k) for k ≃ kF , where

Z(ǫ,k)−1 ≡ 1−
∂ReΣ+(ǫ,k)

∂ǫ
. (5)

Eq. (4) is actually the starting point of the microscopic derivation of Landau-Fermi liquid theory [11,

12].
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However, the validity of Eq. (2) order by order in perturbation theory does not guarantee that

the actual interaction strength, especially in strongly correlated electron systems, is within the

convergence radius of the perturbation series, nor that the latter converges at all. Nonetheless,

it has been recently shown [7] that Eq. (2) is not necessary but only sufficient to microscopically

derive Landau-Fermi liquid theory.

Indeed, the condition (2) refers just to the decay rate of the physical electrons. On the contrary,

for Landau’s Fermi liquid theory to apply, we do have to impose a similar condition of vanishing

decay rate, i.e., infinite lifetime, but for the actual quasiparticles, which reads, still at T = 0,

lim
ǫ→0

Γ(ǫ,k) ≡ − lim
ǫ→0

Z(ǫ,k) ImΣ+(ǫ,k) = γ∗(k) ǫ
2 , (6)

where Z(ǫ,k) is defined through Eq. (5), and γ∗(k) ≥ 0 provided Z(ǫ → 0,k) ≥ 0, which is gener-

ally true even though Z(ǫ,k) may well be negative at ǫ 6= 0. Such physically sound replacement is

actually the key of this work, and has huge implications, as we are going to show, despite it may

look at first sight innocuous. For instance, Eq. (6) does include Eq. (2) when Z is finite as special

case, but, e.g., remains valid even when Z ∼ ǫ2 and ImΣ+ is constant, the furthest possible case

from a conventional Fermi liquid. We remark that, while Eq. (2) is a perturbative result, Eq. (6)

is a non-perturbative assumption. Moreover, we mention that in two dimensions the analytic ǫ2

dependence in Eq. (6) must be substituted by a non analytic −ǫ2 ln ǫ one [13], as non analytic are

the subleading corrections to Eq. (6) also in three dimensions [14, 15]. However, all the results we

are going to derive are valid in three as well as in two dimensions.

According to Luttinger’s theorem [4, 5], which we believe is valid beyond perturbation theory [16]

provided Eq. (6) holds, see Supplementary Notes, the number of electrons N at fixed chemical

potential can be obtained at low temperature through

N =
∑

kα

T
∑

n

eiǫn0
+ ∂ lnG−1

α (iǫn,k)

∂iǫn
=
∑

kα

ˆ

dǫ

π
f(ǫ)

∂δα(ǫ,k)

∂ǫ
≡
∑

kα

Nα(k) , (7)

where iǫn are fermionic Matsubara frequencies, f(ǫ) is the Fermi distribution function, α labels

the basis in which the Green’s function is diagonal, and Nα(k) must not be confused with the

occupation number 〈c†
kα

c
kα

〉 of the physical electrons. Omitting the label α, thus Nα(k) → N(k)

and δα(ǫ,k) → δ(ǫ,k), the many-body phase-shift is defined through

δ(ǫ,k) ≡ π + Im lnG+(ǫ,k) = tan−1 −ImG+(ǫ,k)

−ReG+(ǫ,k)
= tan−1 Γ(ǫ,k)

Ξ(ǫ,k)
∈ [0, π] , (8)
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satisfying δ(ǫ → −∞,k) = 0 and δ(ǫ → +∞,k) = π, with Γ(ǫ,k) of Eq. (6), and

Ξ(ǫ,k) ≡ Z(ǫ,k)
(

ǫ(k) + ReΣ+(ǫ,k)− ǫ
)

= −

(

∂ lnReG−1
+ (ǫ,k)

∂ǫ

)−1

. (9)

Since δ(ǫ,k)/π ∈ [0, 1], it readily follows from Eq. (7) that also N(k) ∈ [0, 1].

We mentioned that, as T → 0, Luttinger’s theorem acquires a topological content [1–3, 6, 17], which

simply reflects the fact that the number of particles must be an integer at fixed chemical potential.

In that limit, and assuming Eq. (6) valid,

δ(ǫ → 0,k) = tan−1 γ∗(k) ǫ
2

Ξ(ǫ → 0,k)
. (10)

Let us first consider the manifold of k-points such that

E(k) ≡ lim
ǫ→0

Ξ(ǫ,k) , (11)

is finite, in which case δ(ǫ,k) is smooth around ǫ = 0, so that, through Eqs. (7)-(8),

N(k) −−−→
T→0

δ(0,k)

π
=

1

π
tan−1 0+

E(k)
=











1 E(k) < 0 ,

0 E(k) > 0 .

(12)

Equation (12) defines a surface in the Brillouin zone where E(k) changes sign. That, because of

the definition (9) of Ξ(ǫ,k), occurs only if E(k) crosses zero. Therefore, in the present formalism

there exists a unique surface in k-space, which we dub as Fermi-Luttinger surface, where k = kFL

such that E(kFL) = 0.

If Ξ(ǫ,kFL) vanishes linearly at ǫ = 0, a reasonable assumption given Eq. (9), then the phase shift

δ(ǫ,kFL) has a jump at ǫ = 0. More specifically, we can envisage two different scenarios, see Fig. 1:

(F) ǫ(kFL) + ReΣ+(0,kFL) = 0, so that

ReG−1
+ (ǫ → 0,kFL) = Z(0,kFL)

−1 ǫ , Ξ(ǫ → 0,kFL) = −ǫ , (13)

and the phase shift δ(ǫ,kFL) jumps from 0 to π at ǫ = 0, see left panel in Fig. 1, thus

N(kFL) = 1/2. This is actually the case of conventional Fermi liquids, where kFL belongs

to the Fermi surface, the Green’s function has a simple pole at ǫ = 0, and N(kFL) = 1/2

simply means that the chemical potential hits an energy level that is therefore half-filled.

(L) the self-energy has a pole at ǫ = 0, hence

ReG−1
+ (ǫ → 0,kFL) ≃ −

∆(kFL)
2

ǫ
, Ξ(ǫ → 0,kFL) = ǫ , (14)
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<latexit sha1_base64="62eK6jnORUeOBRRIn7+e3PiwaS0=">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</latexit>

δF(ε,kFL)
<latexit sha1_base64="JHrNceTdgXLPrPMlICrizzDGgc0=">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</latexit>

δL(ε,kFL)

FIG. 1. Sketch of the phase shift versus ǫ at kFL on the Fermi, left panel, and Luttinger, right panel,

surfaces.

and the phase shift δ(ǫ,kFL) jumps from π to 0 at ǫ = 0, see right panel in Fig. 1. If we

write δ(ǫ,kFL) = δc(ǫ,kFL) + δd(ǫ,kFL), where δc(ǫ,kFL) = π + γ∗(kFL) ǫ is continuous,

while δd(ǫ,kFL) = −π θ(ǫ) is discontinuous, then N(kFL) in Eq. (7) can be written as

N(kFL) = −

ˆ

dǫ

π

∂f(ǫ)

∂ǫ
δc(ǫ,kFL)− f(0) −−−→

T→0

δc(0,kFL)

π
−

1

2
=

1

2
, (15)

the same value as in (F). In this case kFL lies on the Luttinger surface, where the Green’s

function crosses zero at ǫ = 0. We note that, if the self-energy has a pole at ǫ = 0 everywhere

in the Brillouin zone, which corresponds to an ideal Mott insulator not breaking spin and

translational symmetries, the above result correctly predicts a half-filled band.

We may make a further step forward, and assume that Ξ(ǫ,k) can be expanded in Taylor series for

small ǫ and k ≃ kFL, thus E(k) ≃ 0. If so,

Ξ
(

ǫ → 0,k ≃ kFL

)

≃ E(k)∓ ǫ , (16)

where the minus and plus signs refer, respectively, to the cases (F) and (L) above. Under such an

assumption, we can define, through the single-particle DOS, which can be written as

A(ǫ,k) =
1

π
Z(ǫ,k)

Γ(ǫ,k)

Ξ(ǫ,k)2 + Γ(ǫ,k)2
, (17)

and for ǫ ≃ 0, a quasiparticle DOS

Aqp(ǫ,k) = Z(ǫ,k)−1A(ǫ,k) , (18)

which, because of Eqs. (6) and (16), becomes at k ≃ kFL

Aqp(ǫ,k) ≃ δ
(

ǫ∓ E(k)
)

. (19)
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That is exactly what we expect when approaching the Fermi surface in a conventional Fermi liquid,

here valid also upon approaching the Luttinger surface. In that case the existence of a ‘quasiparticle‘,

with δ-like DOS is in striking contrast with the behaviour of the experimentally accessible DOS of

the physical electron, A(ǫ,k) in Eq. (17), which has instead a pseudo-gap since Z(ǫ → 0,kFL) ∼ ǫ2.

We emphasise that the definition (18) of the ‘quasiparticle‘ DOS is meaningful only at small enough

ǫ such that Z(ǫ,k) is certainly positive.

A notable difference between cases (F) and (L), minus and plus sign in Eq. (19), respectively, is

that in the former the quasiparticle peak moves in ǫ with E(k), just opposite to the (L) case. The

consequence is that, if we define the quasiparticle occupation at equilibrium as

nqp(k) ≡

ˆ

dǫ f(ǫ)Aqp(ǫ,k) ≃ f
(

± E(k)
)

, (20)

at T = 0 the quasiparticle ‘Fermi’ surface encloses a volume fraction of the whole Brillouin zone

equal to the electron filling fraction ν in case (F), and the complement hole fraction 1−ν in case (L).

Since in both cases Eq. (6) holds, one can derive microscopically a Landau-Fermi liquid theory [7],

and, correspondingly, a kinetic equation for the ‘quasiparticle‘ distribution function, which looks

exactly like the conventional one [8, 9, 12], apart from the fact that the ‘quasiparticle‘ energies

are ǫqp(k) = E(k) and ǫqp(k) = −E(k) for case (F) and (L), respectively. For instance, the

specific heat can be calculated through the heat density-heat density response function, using the

Ward-Takahashi identity [18]. We find, at leading order in T [19], that

cV = −
1

V

∑

k

ˆ

dǫ

T

∂f(ǫ)

∂ǫ

(

Ξ(ǫ,k) + ǫ
)2

Aqp(ǫ,k) ≃
π2

3

T

V

∑

k

δ
(

ǫqp(k)
)

≡
π2

3
T Aqp(0) ,

(21)

hence the specific heat is still linear in T even in Luttinger’s case (L), despite the single particle DOS

pseudo-gap, a result which is also striking. Similarly, we expect that the coherent ‘quasiparticles‘

will give rise to well defined quantum oscillations in both Fermi and Luttinger surfaces, although

the amplitudes might be different in the two cases.

To make our point clearer, we present an explicit example based on a toy self-energy vaguely inspired

by model calculations for the pseudo-gap phase of underdoped cuprates [20–24].

Assume a 2D square lattice, a less than half-filled band with non-interacting dispersion ǫ(k) that

gives rise to a closed Fermi surface, see Fig. 2, and a model self-energy [20] at very small ǫ

Σ+(ǫ,k) =
∆(k)2

ǫ+ ǫ∗(k) + i γ(k) ǫ2
, (22)
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FIG. 2. In black the Brillouin zone with the high symmetry points. The non-interacting Fermi area,

ǫ(k) ≤ 0, is drawn in blue, while the interacting Luttinger one, ǫ∗(k) ≤ 0, in red. They are obtained,

respectively, assuming ǫ(k) = −2 cos kx − 2 cos ky − µ, with µ = −0.2, and ǫ∗(k) = −2 cos kx − 2 cos ky +

4 t′ cos kx cos ky − µ∗, with t′ = 0.3 and µ∗ such that both areas are equal, thus forcing by hand the same

number of electrons in the non-interacting and interacting cases.

which, because of the imaginary term in the denominator, does satisfy Eq. (6) for any k [25], even

at ǫ∗(k) = 0, where

Σ+(ǫ,k) =
∆(k)2

ǫ+ i γ(k) ǫ2
≃
ǫ→0

∆(k)2

ǫ
− i∆(k)2 γ(k) ,

is highly singular. We also assume, again unlike real systems, ∆(k) = ∆ and γ(k) = γ to be

independent of k. We thus readily find that

E(k) = ǫ∗(k)
ǫ∗(k) ǫ(k) + ∆2

∆2 + ǫ∗(k)
2

, (23)

vanishes at ǫ∗(k) = 0, which defines the Luttinger surface, case (L) above, and at ǫ∗(k) ǫ(k) = −∆2,

provided the latter equation admits real roots, which would then belong to case (F).

Let us first assume ǫ∗(k) ǫ(k) + ∆2 > 0 throughout the Brillouin zone, so that E(k) just vanishes

on the Luttinger surface k = kL with ǫ∗(kL) = 0, close to which E(k) ≃ ǫ∗(k). The Luttinger

volume thus comprises all k such that ǫ∗(k) ≤ 0, which we suppose give rise to an open Luttinger

surface, contrary to the closed non-interacting Fermi surface, both shown in Fig. 2.
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<latexit sha1_base64="oEu460AzAqAMNFJ/QR2R4yNlI/Y=">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</latexit>

ε

FIG. 3. Physical particle, A(ǫ,k) in blue, and ‘quasiparticle‘, Aqp(ǫ,k) in red, densities of states for k

along the path Y → M . Panels (a), (b) and (c) refer, respectively, to k = (0.8 kL, π), k = (kL, π) on

the Luttiger surface, and k = (1.1 kL, π). We use ǫ(k) and ǫ∗(k) as in Fig. 2, and take ∆ = 0.4, so that

ǫ(k) ǫ∗(k) + ∆2 > 0 throughout the Brillouin zone, and γ = 1. We also added a finite broadening to make

the quasiparticle visible on the Luttinger surface.

The equation ǫ = ǫ(k) + ReΣ+(ǫ,k) has two roots, ǫ = ǫ−(k) < 0 and ǫ = ǫ+(k) > 0. Since

−ImΣ+(ǫ,k) =
Γ∆2 ǫ2

(

ǫ+ ǫ∗(k)
)2

+ γ2 ǫ4
, (24)

is peaked at ǫ = −ǫ∗(k), the physical particle DOS, A(ǫ,k), displays two asymmetric peaks at

ǫ = ǫ±(k), blue in Fig. 3. The negative energy peak is higher than the positive energy one when k

is inside the Luttinger surface, i.e., ǫ∗(k) < 0, and the opposite when k is outside, much the same

as for a conventional Fermi surface, despite here A(ǫ,k) ∼ ǫ2 vanishes quadratically at ǫ = 0. The

low-energy quasiparticle DOS, Aqp(ǫ,k), red in in Fig. 3, shows a peak that sharpens approaching

the Luttinger surface, and moves oppositely from a conventional Fermi liquid: inside the Luttinger

surface the peak is at positive energy, while at negative energy outside.

Assume now that the equation ǫ(k) ǫ∗(k) = −∆2 admits two real roots, which create small

Fermi pockets in the regions where the Luttinger and the non-interacting Fermi surfaces do not

overlap, shown in green in Fig. 4. Since these roots belong to case (F), the physical particle DOS
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𝚪

Y

X

M

FIG. 4. Fermi pockets, in green, which arise when the equation ǫ(k) ǫ∗(k) = −∆2 admits real roots. The

dots along the Γ → M direction are the points at which we calculate the single-particle DOS in Fig. 5. The

bold green arcs along the Fermi pockets boundaries are the positions in k-space of the highest zero-energy

peaks in the physical electron DOS.

should develop peaks at ǫ = 0 along the borders of such pockets. However, the pseudo-gap on the

Luttinger surface implies that the peaks along the arcs closer to the non-interacting Fermi surface,

bold green lines in Fig. 4, are much more pronounced. This is explicitly shown in Fig. 5, where we

draw the physical particle DOS on the points along Γ → M of Fig. 4.

In other words, moving from the case in which ǫ(k) ǫ∗(k) = −∆2 has no solution to that in

FIG. 5. Physical electron DOS with the same parameters as in Fig. 3 apart from ∆ = 0.1, a value at which

ǫ(k) ǫ∗(k) = −∆2 has real solutions. The different curves refer to the k-points along Γ → M shown in

Fig. 4. Specifically, the blue curve is on the Luttinger surface, the red at the inner border of the Fermi

pocket, the dark green at the outer border, and, finally, the dark blue on the non-interacting Fermi surface.

Note the much greater height of the zero-energy peak for k close to the non-interacting Fermi surface than

to the Luttinger one.

which the solution exists, our toy self-energy describes a kind of Lifshitz’s transition resembling

that observed by dynamical cluster approximation in the 2D Hubbard model upon increasing hole
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doping away from half-filling [22, 23], which in turn has been associated with the Fermi surface

evolution across the critical hole-doping level at which the pseudogap vanishes.

We mention that E(k) of Eq. (11) along, e.g., the path Γ → M in Fig. 4 crosses three zeros, which

may evoke the so-called ‘fermion condensation‘ [26, 27]. However, in the present case two of the

three zeros refer to divergences of G+(ǫ,k), the boundaries of the Fermi pocket in Fig. 4, while the

third to a zero of G+(ǫ,k), the Luttinger surface, which avoids the band flattening mechanism at

the fermion condensation [28].

In conclusion, we have shown that coherent ‘quasiparticles‘ emerge both approaching Fermi

and Luttinger surfaces. This result expands substantially the class of interacting electron systems

which are predicted to display conventional Landau-Fermi liquid behaviour, despite very different

and anomalous single-particle properties. Moreover, it implies that also close to a Luttinger surface

the low-energy physics has the huge emergent symmetry [29] recently discussed in great detail by

Ref. [30], which is remarkable since single-particle excitations are absent at the Luttinger surface.
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Supplementary Notes

In these Supplementary Notes we present a proof of Luttinger’s theorem [1] somehow

complementary to existing ones [1–5], with the purpose of clarifying under which conditions

the theorem is valid.

S1. LUTTINGER’S THEOREM

The first step of Luttinger’s theorem is the trivial equivalence

N = T
∑

iǫn

eiǫn0
+

Tr
(

G(iǫn)
)

= −T
∑

iǫn

eiǫn0
+ ∂

∂iǫn
Tr

(

lnG(iǫn)
)

+ T
∑

iǫn

eiǫn0
+

Tr

(

G(iǫn)
∂Σ(iǫn)

∂iǫn

)

,

(S1.1)

where N is the number of electrons, G(iǫn) and Σ(iǫn) the Green’s function and self-energy

matrices, and the trace acts on all internal indices, including momentum, but the Matsubara

frequency iǫn.

Now, consider the Luttinger Ward functional Φ[G] [6], and assume to shift the frequencies

of all internal Green’s functions by the same amount iω = i 2mπT , with m a non-negative

integer. Evidently, Φ[G] does not change under such shift, thus

δΦ[G]

iω
= 0 = T

∑

iǫn

eiǫn0
+

Tr

(

Σ(iǫn)
G(iǫn + iω)−G(iǫn − iω)

2iω

)

= −T
∑

iǫn

eiǫn0
+

Tr

(

G(iǫn)
Σ(iǫn + iω)− Σ(iǫn − iω)

2iω

)

.

(S1.2)

We emphasise that the equivalence between the two sums in Eq. (S1.2) is a trivial conse-

quence of the summation over all Matsubara frequencies ǫn = (2n + 1) πT , n = [−∞,∞],

and thus no boundary terms are involved.

Luttinger’s theorem is valid if, upon defining

I1 ≡ T
∑

iǫn

eiǫn0
+

Tr

(

G(iǫn)
Σ(iǫn + iω)− Σ(iǫn − iω)

2iω

)

= 0 ,

I2 ≡ T
∑

iǫn

eiǫn0
+

Tr

(

G(iǫn)
∂Σ(iǫn)

∂iǫn

)

,

(S1.3)
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the following equivalence holds for sufficiently small ω = 2mπT

I1
?
= I2 , (S1.4)

in which case we are allowed to drop the last term on the right hand side of Eq. (S1.1), and

thus recover the standard Luttinger expression of the number of particles. We note that

ω → 0 means mT → 0. Since m is an integer, rigorously speaking ω → 0 implies T → 0,

which we assume hereafter. Nonetheless, we cannot exclude that what follows might remain

valid also in the unjustified hypothesis that m were promoted to a continuous variable and

then sent to zero at fixed T .

The equivalence (S1.4) might seem obvious, but in reality is not so. Indeed, in order to

calculate I1 in Eq. (S1.3) one has first to perform the sum over ǫn at fixed ω, and only after

take the limit ω → 0. Since the the Green’s function and the self-energy in the complex

frequency ζ plane have generally branch cuts on the real axis, I1 includes three of them, at

ζ = ǫ + iω, ζ = ǫ and ζ = ǫ − iω, with ǫ ∈ R, while I2 just at ζ = ǫ. This implies that the

equivalence between I1 and I2 depends crucially on the strip in the complex plane between

the axes ζ = ǫ + iω and ζ = ǫ− iω, which, despite a vanishing width for ω → 0, may have

a singular behaviour that makes its contribution finite even in that limit.

We have therefore to directly evaluate I1 and I2. Using standard tricks to compute sums

over Matsubara frequencies, we find that

I1 = −

ˆ

∞

−∞

dǫ

2πi
f(ǫ) Tr

{

− 2i ImΣ+(ǫ)
G(ǫ+ iω)−G(ǫ− iω)

2iω

+ 2i ImG+(ǫ)
Σ(ǫ+ iω)− Σ(ǫ− iω)

2iω

}

−−→
ω→0

−

ˆ

∞

−∞

dǫ

2πi
f(ǫ) Tr

{

− 2i ImΣ+(ǫ)
∂ReG+(ǫ)

∂ǫ
+ 2i ImG+(ǫ)

∂ReΣ+(ǫ)

∂ǫ

}

,

(S1.5)

while

I2 = −

ˆ

∞

−∞

dǫ

2πi
f(ǫ) Tr

{

G+(ǫ)
∂Σ+(ǫ)

∂ǫ
−G−(ǫ)

∂Σ−(ǫ)

∂ǫ

}

= −

ˆ

∞

−∞

dǫ

2πi
f(ǫ) Tr

{

2iReG+(ǫ)
∂ImΣ+(ǫ)

∂ǫ
+ 2i ImG+(ǫ)

∂ReΣ+(ǫ)

∂ǫ

}

.

(S1.6)
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It follows that, if

I1 − I2 =

ˆ

∞

−∞

dǫ

π
f(ǫ) Tr

{

ImΣ+(ǫ)
∂ReG+(ǫ)

∂ǫ
+ ReG+(ǫ)

∂ImΣ+(ǫ)

∂ǫ

}

=

ˆ

∞

−∞

dǫ

π
f(ǫ)

∂

∂ǫ
Tr

(

ReG+(ǫ) ImΣ+(ǫ)
)

−−−→
T→0

0 ,

(S1.7)

then Luttinger’s theorem holds. Eq. (S1.7) is actually satisfied if Tr
(

ReG+(ǫ) ImΣ+(ǫ)
)

is

smooth around ǫ = 0 and

lim
ǫ→0

Tr
(

ReG+(ǫ) ImΣ+(ǫ)
)

= 0 . (S1.8)

We observe that Eq. (S1.8) holds both at a Fermi surface, where the singularity of ReG+(ǫ →

0) is overcompensated by the vanishing ImΣ+(ǫ → 0), and at a Luttinger one, where

ImΣ+(ǫ → 0) is finite but ReG+(ǫ → 0) vanishes.

We note that Eq. (S1.8) can be rewritten as

lim
ǫ→0

Tr
(

ReG+(ǫ)
−1 A(ǫ)

)

= 0 , (S1.9)

where A(ǫ) = −ImG+(ǫ) is the single-particle DOS. Therefore, using the same notations of

the article, thus defining

Ξ(ǫ) = −Z(ǫ)ReG+(ǫ)
−1 , Aqp(ǫ) = A(ǫ)Z(ǫ) , (S1.10)

we can also write Eq. (S1.8) as

lim
ǫ→0

Tr
(

Ξ(ǫ)Aqp(ǫ)
)

= 0 , (S1.11)

which is evidently satisfied by

Aqp(ǫ → 0) = δ
(

Ξ(ǫ → 0)
)

, (S1.12)

i.e., the generalised ‘quasiparticle‘ definition of our work. On the other hand, since we

reached Eq. (S1.12) assuming that the ‘quasiparticle‘ decay rate vanishes at ǫ = 0, Eq. (6)

of the main text, and that Luttinger’s theorem holds, we can draw the following conclusion:

• If Eq. (6) of the main text holds, namely

− lim
ǫ→0

Z(ǫ) ImΣ+(ǫ) ∼ ǫ2 → 0 , (S1.13)

then Luttinger’s theorem is valid.
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This is the main result of this Supplementary Notes.
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